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CAUCHY PROBLEM AND REDUCTION OF A SYSTEM

OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

J. STEFANOVSKI, K. TRENCEVSKI AND V. COVACHEV

Abstract. The Cauchy problem for systems of homogeneous and also nonlinear partial dif
ferential equations is considered. If the compatibility conditions are satisfied, the solution is
represented as functional series. The algorithm for reduction of a system of partial differential
equations with linear homogeneous algebraic constraints is considered. It is proved that the
compatibility conditions for the reduced system are identically satisfied.

1. Introduction

In the paper vector notations are used, where the vectors and matrices are in bold. For
this notation we assume that the differential (row) operator 嘉 denotes[~... —aax1 l l 乓 ］`．
For example, if c.p is a scalar function, then

a c.p a c.p a c.p
—=[- ...一
ax 8x1' 8xn

],

and for any vector function h(x1, ... , Xn) =『] we use the notation
hm

8h
一...ox

8hif8x1 8hif8x2· · ·8hif8xn
8h2/8x1 8h2/8x2· · ·8h2/8xn

8hm/8x1 8hm/8x2· · ·8hm/8xn

This paper is based on the papers [5,6,7,8] and represents a further generalization of
them. So we will give a brief overview of these papers.
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In [6] a Charpit system of partial differential equations (PDEs)

8y— ·hi(x, y) + gi(x, y) = 0, i = 1, ... ,P,ax
is considered together with the algebraic constraints

(1.1)

f(x, y) = f(z) = 0, (1.2)

where the unknown vector function y ism-dimensional and depends on then-dimensional
variable x, while hi, gi, f are given vector functions. Then it is expanded up to the
equivalent system with respect to the unknown function F(x, y) = F(z):

fJF X
沅 ·Wj(z) = 0, i = 1, ... , q, Z = [y] , (1.3)

where wi(z) = [:igJ, for some q~p, so that (1.3) identically satisfies the compatiblity

conditions, and it is proven [6] that if the solution of (1.1) satisfies the algebraic equations
(1.2), then it also satisfies the algebraic·equations

ar
--·
8z

Wi(z) = 0, i = 1, ... 1 q.

We generate other algebraic equations, besides the equations (1.2). Let us put fo(z) =
f0(x, y) = f(x, y) = f(z) = 0 and let us assume inductively that we 拖ave obtained the
vector equation fj(z) = 0. Let us sort the components of fj into fj and fj so that the rows
of the matrix 8fi /8z be linearly independent and the rows of the matrix 8fi /8z be linearry
dependent on the rows of the matrix f)fi /8z. While generating the vector functions fj
let us assume that the components of fi are ordered so the the first components of fj are
the components of fj一 1. Applying the previous assertion to the equations fj(z) = 0, new
equations can be obtained. Let us put

(1.4)

r1+1 = [::~;::: :::] = o
(1.5)

This completes the description of the algorithm.
A necessary condition for existence of a solution of (1.1) and (1.2) is the existence of

points Zj such that
fj包 ）= 0, fj包 ）= 0, j = 0, 1, ... (1.6)

As a result of the algorithm we obtain that the number of components of the vector
function fi permanently increases and its first components are the compone!lts of t_!ie
previous function fj-l·There exists a minimal positive integer k such that fk+l = fk,
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because the maximal nt1mber of components of fj, j = 0, 1, 2, ... is bounded above. A
condition for the existence of a solution of the problem (1.1) and (1.2) is dimfk~<limy.

If there exists at least one solution Zk of the equation 和Zk) = 0 which is a necessary
condition, then from the equation 和x, y) = O by the implicit function theorem y can
be expressed as a function of x. This can be done as follows. The vector y can be

partition·ed as y =忙] so that the matrix a知8y'is nonsingular. Thus the equation

和x, y) = O can be solved with respect to y', y'= cp(x, y"). Let us partition the PDE
(1.1) in accordance with the partitioning of the vector y, i.e.

8y'
.. "'.ax hi(x, y) + g~(x, y) = 0,

8y,,
'.......ax hi(x,y) + g~1(x,y) = 0, i = 1, ... ,q, (1.7)

where

(g1'...'gq] = 乜 ．．：：為 ］，

and obtain a new system of PDEs with respect to y"

0Y11 II II..... ,.,'

ox
h1(x, cp(x, y"), y") + g~'(x, cp(x, y), y) = 0, i=l, ... ,q, (1.8)

and a system of .algebraic equations

8<p
一 . hi 8<p II I

ax 8y"
- — ·gi + gi = 0, i = 1, ... , q, (1.9)

which does not give us anythi~g new in solving of the problem (1.1) and (1.2) because it
is equivalent to the equation fk+l = fk, i.e. fk+I = 0.

Theorem 1.1. Sufficient cond山ons for the existence of a solution for the problem
(1.1) and (1.2) are

i) dim fk~dim y,
ii) there exists a solution Zk of和z) = 0,
iii) fk+l (zk) = O,
iv) the new system of PDEs (1.8) is satisfied.

A solution of the problem is given by y~and y~, where the components of the vector y
are partitioned (and eventually permutea) into the vectors y'and y" so that the matrix
f)fk/oy'is nonsingular. Thus y~is a function which satisfies the system of PDEs (1.8)
and y~is a solution of fk(x, Yk) =和x, y~, y~) = 0.

According to this theorem we obtain again a system of PDEs (1.8) with dimension
less than the former one and without algebraic constraints. Moreover, the following
proposition holds.
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Proposition 1.2. If the system of PDEs (l.3) identically satisfies the compatibil
ity conditions, then the system of PDEs (l.8) also identically satisfies the compatibility
conditions.

The paper [5] is a special case of the previous results such that f is a linear function
of y, hi are functions of x only and gi = 0.

In the papers [7) and [8) solutions of systems of PDEs are given assuming that the
systems are analytical. Let us consider the following system

8y
—+Gu·y = 0 (1 ::; u ::; n),
8xu

(1.10)

where y = (y1, ... ,Ym汀 are unknown functions of x = (x1, ... , Xn汀 and Gu are ana
lytical matrix functions of x. Then the compatibility conditions for (1.10) are

R刀 ::::0 (1.11)

where
氏 ＝氝 ／朊 - 8Gif8xi + Gi·Gi - Gi·Gi (1::; i,j::; n).

In [7] the following theorem is proved.

Theorem 1.3. Let the system (1.10) be given and let the compatibility cond山ans
（口 1) be satisfied. Then there exist m x m matrix functions p<vi , ... ,vn > (x), v1, ... , Vn E
No such that

p<o, ... ,o> = I;

ap<v1, ... ,叭十1, ... ,vn> =—p<vi, ... ,vn> + Gi. p<vi, ... ,v,.>
OXi

and the solution of (1.10) is given by

00 00 00

y= 芷 芷 .: 芝二 （－互尸 (-Xn)V" . p<v1 , ... ,Vn > . C,
V1=0 v2=0 Vn=O v丑 v社 v』

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

where c = (c1, ... ,cm), Cs= Ys(O).

Further in (7) the nonlinear system of PDEs

ay
''

OXu
十 芷 fi1 ... imu(x)y~1好 ·y篇 =0
ii , ... ,i= EZ

(1 :Su :S n) (1.15)

is considered, w}:lere f勺 區 u are analytical functions. Moreover, suppose that there exists
a neighbourhood U of O such that all vector functions fi1 .. ·im u are regular in U. Let W
be such that the Laurent series in (1.15) converge for y E Wand x EU. If frii···i=u(x)
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(1~r~m, l~u~n1 i1, ... 卫m E Z) are the coordinates of fi1···i,.,,涇 ，we define new
functions

hi1· ··im)l·Jm U and Ri1 "'im]l·Jm UV (釘，. . . ,im,缸，. . . ,j示 E Z, 1 :::; u, V :::; n)

by
111.

hi1·im)l· · ·J,n U =芝卫凸 - i1)· · ·(js - is+ 1)· · ·(jm - im)U
s=l

(1.16)

and

R
a
h

a
tJ ... jm.ji•••jm UV =— i1· · •im.ji···jm V - —hi1·""i,nji··-jm U

乓 OXv

十 芝 ht1· · ·tmiJ· ·"im V hi1凸 戸－ 芝 hti· · ·tmh· ·"irn uhi1凸 戸. (1.17)
t1 , ... ,t,.,.. EZ t1, ... ,tm.EZ

Note that the series

芝 hi1 ... iTnfr·-jTnuY{1···Y盔 and V] R·. . . ii ... j玉
ti "'2m)l …JmuvY1 Ym

J1 , ... ,j示EZ ii , ... ,j,nEZ

converge for y E W and x E U. In order to simplify the notations, sometimes we will
denote by the Greek indices o:, /3,'Y, ... a set of m integer indices i1· · ·i正 )I ...瓦 ；. . .
We will denotE: by {r} the set of m indices O ... 010 ... 0 where the unit appears at the
r-th place. Now~+ /3 and o: - /3 are defined by i1· · · 扉 士)I ...瓦 ＝ （釘 士)I) (i2±
)2)· · ·(im 士 j五）. The following properties are proved in [7]:

hccx+/3hu = h0:(-y-/3)u + h{J匡 ）u,

Rca+/3huv = Rab-f3)uv + Rf3b-cx)uv,
m

h。(3u =芷 is h{ s }((3-cx+{ s})u,
s=l
m

Rc.(3uv =芷 isR{s}(fJ-cx+{s})uv, where a= i1· · ·'lm.

s=l

(1.18)

(1.19)

(1.20)

(1.21)

Theorem 1.4. (i) The compatibility cond山ons for the system (1.15) for arb缸ary
initial conditions y(O) = c are

R。/3uv 三 0, i.e. R{ r }/3uv 三 0. (1.22)

(ii) If the compatibility cond山ons (1.22) are satisfied, then there exist Junctions

p_<w1 , ... ,wn_>
t1 ... i,.,.]1·.. Jm (x), W1, ... ,Wn E No, i1, ... ,im,ii, ... ,jm E Z,
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in a neighbourhood of O such that

p,<O,._ .. ,~> . = b· ·b· ·t1]1 t2J2 ... §t1···tmJl "']= irnJ,n'
ap_<w~, .. :,wu:f-1, ... ,wn> = —一p_<w~, ... ,Wn >

i1 "'tmJl "'Jm 8xu i1 00·tmJ1 " ')示
m

十 芝 （芷 isfs(t1 -i1) .. ·(t, -i, +1) ..·(伝-im)U) pt鬥 ：；；；~~;: .
fi, ... ,tmEZ s=l

(1.23)

(1.24)

If c E W, then the solution of (1.15) in a neighbourhood of O is given by

Yr= 芝
W1,,,,,WnENo

[(-xi)w1 ... (-xn)匹 芝 p<w1, ... ,wn>护 . c72 ...严
W1 ! • Wn! {r}jifr··j,.,, 1 2 m ]

i1 , ... ,j五 EZ
(1.25)

/or 1~r~m. This solution is unique with the given initial cond山ons in a neighbourhoo4
o/0.

The paper [8] generalizes the paper [7] so that for the corresponding system the
compatibility conditions are not assumed identically satisfied and they depend on the
choice of the initial conditions. If the initial conditions are given, then the necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution are given, and if they are satisfied, the
solution is given in a functional series as in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.

2. Solution of the Cauchy Problem

In this section we will give the solution of the Cauchy problem for linear and nonlinear
systems of PDEs. Let p::::; n and let us consider the following system

8y/8xu +Gu·y = 0 (u = 1, ... ,p) (2.1)

with the initial condition

y(O, ... , 0, Xp+l, ... , Xn) = 心(x~+l, ... , Xn) (2.2)

with respect to the unknown vector function y = (y1, ... , Ym) of the vector variable
x = (x1, ... , Xn), where Gu are given analytical matrix functions of x regular in a neigh
bourhood of (0, ... , 0, Zp+l, ... , Zn) and 心 is a given vector function. The compatibility
conditions for the system (2.1) with arbitrary initial conditions (2.2) are

R刀 ::0 (i,j=l, ... ,p),

where Rij were defined in Section 1. Now we will prove the following theorem.

(2.3)

Theorem 2.1. Let the system (2.1) with the initial conditions (2.2) be given and
the compatibility conditions (2.3) be satisfied. Then there exist m x m matrix functions
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p<wi,---,wp> (x), W1, ... , Wp E No such that

p<O,…,O> = I (2.4a)
ap<w1 , ... ,wu+I, ... ,wp> =一p<w1 , ... ,wp> +Gu. p<w1, ... ,Wu,···,wp>, U = 1, ... ,P, (2.4b)
8xu

and the solution of (2.1) with (2.2) in a neighbourhood of (0, ... , 0, Zp+I, ... , Zn) is given
by

00 (X) 00

y= 芷 芷 芝
(-xi严 (-x2严 (-xp严. . . X p<w1,…，w户 ．心(Xp+I·... , Xk)·
w丑 w社w1=0 W2=0 Wp=O w』

(2.5)
This solution is unique with the given 竹iitial conditions in a neighbourhood of (0, ... , 0,

Zp+ 1'...'Zn) .

Proof. Suppose that the system (2.1) is given and the compatibility conditions (2.3)
are satisfied. In order to prove that there exist matrix functions

p<wi, ... ,wp>(x) (wI,···,Wp E No)

such that (2.4a) and (2.4b) are satisfied, it is sufficient to prove that

p<w1 , ... ,w~2>+1, ... ,w尸1l+1, ... ,wp> = p<wi, ... ,w巴tJ+1, ... ,w~2)+1, ... ,wp> (2.6)

(1) (1) (2) (2)for each u, v E {1, ... ,p}, u < v, where Wu = Wv , Wu = Wv . Indeed, using the
definition of the matrix functions P and the compatibility condition (2.3), we obtain

p<w1, ...w~2l+1, ...w~1>+1, ...wp> _ p<w1, ... ,w~1l+1, ...w~2l+1, ...w户

= Ruv . p<w1 , ... ,wp> = 0.
Now we should prove that the vector function y defined by (2.5) satisfies the system

(2.1) and the initial condition (2.2). The uniform convergence of the right-hand side of
(2.5) in a neighbourhood of O is proved in [7). Further, for an arbitrary vector function
心 (xp+I, ... , Xn) according to (2.5) and (2.4b) we obtain

(-Xi)WI
w丑

... (1) (-Xu)Wu-1 (-Xp严
(wu - 1)! w』8y/8xu = 芝

w1 , ... ,wpENo
xp<w1, ... ,w户 ．心(xp+I, , Xn)
+ L (-x1)w1 (-xp)wp . ~
'w' [p<w1, ... ,w户 ．心 (xp+l, ... , Xn)]

w1 , ... ,wpENo 叭. . p·8xu

V]
(-xi严 (-Xu)Wu (-Xp严

.. . .. . 一 － －．一·
w』Wu.I

叭 ，．．．池 pENo w1!

X p<w1 , ... ,wu+1, ... ,w户 ．心 (xp+l, ... , Xn)
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十 芷
w1 , ... ,wpENo

(-x1)w1 ... (-xp)wp. [~p<w1, ... ,wp>J. 心 (xp+l, ... , Xn)
W1 ! wp! OXu

芝
(-x1)w1 (-xp)wP <w1, ... ,w寸l, ... ,wp>
w丑 . w』 . [P

1Vl,… ，wpENo
a-—p<w1,… ，w户

OXu
］．心( - Xp+ I , , , , , Xn)

(-xi严 (-Xp严. . . . [Gu . p<w1 , ... ,wp>] 心 (xp+l, ... Xn)
汩 w'W1,… ，wpENo p·v

=-Gu·[ L
w1 , ... ,wpENo

= -Gu·Y,
and hence (2.1) is satisfied. Further, according to (2.4a) we obtain

y(O) = p<o, ... ,o> 心(xp+l, ... ,xn) =I· 心(xp+l,···,Xn)= 心(xp+l, ... , Xn)-

尸`(-:『P . p<w1,---,Wp> 心 (Xp+l, ... , X』

The solution is unique with the given initial coditions. This is proved analogously to [7].
Let us consider the following nonlinear system of PDEs

8y/8xu +
zE.'u

芝
m，l

．＇
fi1 區u(x)yfi y~2 ... y篇 = 0, u = l, ... ,P (p'.Sn) (2.7)

with the initial condition
y(O, , 0, Xp+l,, .. , Xn) = 心(xp+l, ... , Xn), (2.8)

where f勺 區 u = (fu1 ... i= u, , fmii .. -i= u) are analytical functions and suppose that there
exists a neighbourhood U of (0, ... , 0, Zp+l, ... , zn) such that all functions f因 ％涇are
regular in U. Let W be such that the Laurent series in (2.7) converge for Y E W and
x E U, analogously as in Section 1. We define the quantities R。(3uv in the same way as
in Section 1 and now we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. (i) The compatibility conditions for the system (2.7) for arbitrary
initial conditions (2.8) are

R。(3uv = 0, i.e. R{r}(3uv 三 0, U, V = 1, ... ,p. (2.9)

(ii) If the compatibility conditions (2.9) are satisfied, then there exist functions
p<w1, ...wp> ()
i1·· ·i,nji···j,n x, w1, ,wp E No, 釘，. . . im,Jl, ... ,Jm E Z,

in a neighbourhood of (0, ... , 0, Zp+l, , Zn) such that

崆辶翌，= = Oi1 ii <5i2h· · ·<5i=i,n,
ap.<w1, .. ,,wu+l,… ，wp> <wi, ,w户=—p .t1···l,n)l. "},n 8xu i1 , .. t,n}l J,n

(2.10a)

m

十 芷 (L isfs(t「i1) "·(t, 一 is+l)·(tm-im)U)元鬥·:;.;尸 ，二
t1, ... ,tmEZ s=l

(2.10b)
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and (2.8) in a neighbourhood ofIf 心 (xp+l, ... , Xn) E W, then the solution of (2. 7)
(Q, ... , 0, Zp+l, .. ·), Zn is given by

(2.11)芝 霏 ；；；:p>'1/;{1 的2 •• ·'I/;~]
JI , ... ,jmEZ

2 『-x1)w1 ... (-x严
w1! WIw1 , ... ,wpENo p·

Yr=

This solution is unique with the given initial conditions in a neighborhood of (0, ... , 0,
Zp+ 1 , ... , Zn) .

If we intr-oduce the variables

（釕 ，．．．，扉 E Z),

then the nonlinear system (2.7) is transformed into an infinitely dimensional linear system
of PDEs with unknown functions y0, a E zn. The proof of Theorem 2.2 is analogous to
the proof of Theorem 2.1 (see also [7, Theorem 3.21).

Ya= Y凸 ·i,n = yf l • y~2 ... y益

3. Reduction of a System of Partial Differential Equations

In this section we return to [6], considering the algorithm for reduction of PDEs and
the problem about the compatibility conditions for the derived system of PDEs with
linear homogeneous algebraic constraints (see Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2):

f(x, y) = F(x)·y.

Let us consider the following homogeneous linear system of P.PEs

8y
8xi
—+Gi·y = 0, (3.1)i = 1, ... ,P (p~n).

Let f0(x,y) = F0(x)·y for a matrix function F0(x) be the vector function obtained by
uniting the given algebraic constraints and algebraic constraints concerning the cornpat
ibility conditions:

(1 :Si,j :Sp).严OXj- -Gi-Gj 一竺 +Gj·Gi]·y = 0
OXi

By applying the reduction algorithm (see Section 1) we obtain sucessively the functions

f1 (x, y) = F1 (x)·y, ... , fk(x, y) = Fk(x)·y.

Fi= 臣］
Let us partition the functions Fi as

fo(x, y) = Fo(x)·Y,
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where the rows of Fi are linearly independent, and the rows of瓦 are linearly dependent
on the rows of 瓦 According to the definition of the final index k there exist matrix
functions Vi such that

8Fk -
8xi
- Fk·Gi =Vi·Fk.

Thus by differentiating the following equation

和x,y) =瓦 (x)·y = 0

(3.2)

with respect to Xi we do not obtain new constraints. The last equality can be written in
the following form:

囷釣] . [ ; :, l =趴 ·y'+釕 . y" = 0, .Y = 忙 ］，
where F'·k is a nonsmgular matrix. Hence

y'= -Ft1. F". y".

The system (3.1) decomposes into

oy'
OXi
—+G~ ·y'+ G~'. y" = o,
f)y"
OXi
—+a~. y'+ G~'. y" =- o,

(3.3)

(3.4)

Now we prove that the equation (3.3) is a consequence of (3.4). First note that

a 8F'
(Ft1.粒）=-F尸·一一!£..F尸 ·F% +F尸 BF''

OXi
. __}£

紜 紜

= -Ft1·(Vi·F~+ Fk·GD. F-;;1 .鱈 +F尸 (Vi· 鉭+瓦 .G~')
= F~-1·Fk·(G~'- G~ ·Ft1·F%),

where we have used the partitioned identity (3.2), i.e.

8F'k
OXi— －瓦·G~=Vi·頁

8F'~"OXi— －瓦·G~'=Vi· 粒 ，

Further, for (3.3) we obtain
8y'
·一 ,.,.

紜
+ Gi·y'+ a:'. y"

＝－正 (F尸鱈 ）. y" - F尸 ·F%. 芷 + (G~'~G~ ·F尸釕 ）y"

oy" .
= -Ft1·Fk·(G? - G~ ·Ft1·F%)·y" - Ft1·F%·—+(G~'-G~. Ft1. F%). y"

OXi

=-F尸瓦為 ~+ (G? - G~. a尸鈳 ）y") = 0
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under the condition (3.4), i.e.

&y"
OXi
- + (G~'- G~ ·Ft1·F%)·y11 = 0. (3.5)

Thus we obtain a new system of PDEs with the same form as the former one but with
a smaller dimension. Now we are ready to prove the main theorem.

Theorem 3.1. The compatibility conditions for the system of PDEs (3.5) are iden
tically satisfied.

Proof. By the definition of Fo there exist matrices Vij such that

8Gi 8G1
axj 8xi—-—- GiG1 + G1Gi = Vi1·瓦

This equality decomposes into the following two .equalities

8G~8G'.，,_— ' '"一' '"""'- "" ' " . .

.8Xj 8xi GiGj + G立 =Vii·頁

aG:'8G'!J
axj axi—-—- GiG'J + Gi可 =Vii·鱈

By elimination of Vij we obtain

aG:'aG:
OXj OXi—-— Ft1·F~- Gi(G'J - GJ·Pt1·FD

8G"J 8G'
=—- - 』-·Ft1·F~- G1(G:'- G~ ·Ft1·F~)-

OXj OXi

Using the identity

(3.6)

a aa~1 aa~—(G~1-G~·Ft1·F%) =—-— F1-1·F% - G~ ·Ft1·Fk·(G] - GJ·Ft1·F%),
axj axj OXj

from (3.6) we obtain

8
OXj
—(G~'- G~ ·Ft1 .j並;) + G~. Ft1. I五 . (G1 - Gi . Ft1 . j翌）

-Gi(G'J - Gi·Ft1· 鈳 ）

＝矗 (G1 - GJ·鱈 1 . 阿) + Gi. Ft1. 瓦 ·(G~'- G~ ·F尸·釣 ）

-Gj(G~'- G~ ·Ft1·F~),
8

OXj一 (G~'- G~ ·Ft1·F%) - (Gi - G~ ·Ft1·F~)·_(G1 - Gi·Ft1·F%)
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= _!_(G'j - 切·Ft1 阿）- (Gi - GJ·F尸 釣）(G:'- G~ ·Ft1·粒），
紜

主 (G? - G~ ·Ft1 . 鈳）- (G:'- G~ ·F尸 釕）. (切 -Gj -F尸 罔）
OXj

＝矗 (G'J - GJ·Ft1 粒）- (G'j - GJ·Ft1 釣）(G~' 立 吋 1 罔）， (3.7)

because

Gi - G~ ·i勺：1·Fk = [G~- G: ·Ft1i罰,c:'- G~. Ft1 . F%] = [O, c:'- G~. Ft1 . F%].

Decomposing the equality (3.7) into two equalities like (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain

~(G:'-G:·F尸 鈳 ）－＠ 立 吋 1 .粒 (Gj二 Gj -F尸 崆 ）
祝

＝主 ＠ －豆 .y尸 罔 ）＿園 -Gj·F尸 ·粒 (G:'- d:. F~尸 吋 ）
OXi

i.e. the compatibility conditions for the system (3.5) are identically satisfied.
Next we discuss the usefulness of the previous result. Indeed, if a linear system (3.1)

with some linear homogeneous algebraic constraints is given, then using the algorithm
from [6) we reduce it to a system of dimension less than the former one without any
constraints and the compatibility conditions are identically satisfied. Then using Theo
rem 2.1, we can expand the solution as a convergent functional series. Specially, let us
consider the system (3.1) and let the compatibility conditions be not identically satisfied
for all initial conditions. In [8j the necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the
existence of a solution for given initial conditions. These conditions are algebraic con
straints. Now applying the algorithm in [6), we reduce the given system to a system of
dimension less than the former one and the compatibility conditions are identically sat
isfied for all initial conditions. Then Theorem 2.1 can be applied to obtain the required
solution.

Remark. Finally note that if we consider a system of.nonlinear equations instead of
(3.1), then a theorem like Theorem 3.1 holds for that system because as it is shown in [7],
the nonlinear systems can be considered as linear systems of infinitely many equations
and infinitely many unknown functions Ya:·The above discussion considering the initial
conditions is still valid for nonlinear systems of PDEs.

4. Example

Let the following system of four PDEs be given

8y1....
OX1

a (y1 + Y2) = 0, (4.1)
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8y2
—+(x1 - X3) . YI - (x1 + x2) . Y2 = 0, (4.2)
8x1

8y1
—- /3. (y1 一 Y2) = 0, (4.3)
8x2

X2.嵒- /3·(X3·YI + X1·Y2) = 0, (4.4)
8x2

where a= 1 1
X1 +2x2 一x3' /3=-x1+x3 . If we define

y = [~:] and X = [;:],

then we bring the system (4.1)-(4.4) into the form (3.1), where p = 2 and

G1 (x) = [ X2二 二 』，G2(x) = {3·[-~-~] .

Hence we obtain

G1·G2 - G2·G1 = {3·[
a· 芸 一X2 + X3 -2·a+ a· 芸 十XI+ X2

-c,. 竺 十X) - Xz + 2·X3 -c, · 芸 十x, 一X3 ] ,

8G1 8G2 2·a2 - 伊 2. a2 + {32
声 一 Ox, = [ 1 - /J2 勻 一1- /J' 竺 十』

Thus

8G1 8G2
F1=—- - (G1·G2 - G2·Gi)

8x2 8x1
= [ 2 . o.'- (3'- (3 . (0. 勻一x2+x3) 2 - o.2+/32-/3 - (-2 - o.+o. 妒x1 +x,) l

1-/32· ~-/3·(-a护xi -x2+2·x3) -1-/32·姸f-/3·(-。目+x2-X3)

It can be verified that <let 凡= 0, thus F1 = 尸 ] where 瓦 and 瓦 are (linearly
F1'

dependent) vector-rows. It can be verified also that, by further differentiation, new
linearly independent rows cannot be obtained, thus k = l. Following the theory in

Section 3, we partition the vector function y into y = [ :: ] = [ :;, ] . It can be verified

that the equation
瓦 •y = 0 (4.5)

is equivalent to
I XI + Xz IIy =·y

X2 一 工3
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The system (4.1)-(4.4) becomes

oy' -a·
OX1

(y'+ y") = 0,

oy"
fJx1
—+(x1 - x3)·y'- (x1 + x2)·y" = 0,

8y'
OX2
—- (3 . (y'- y") = 0,

Oy" X3 1 X1— -(3·(-·y +—. y") = 0.
8x2 互 吟

）

、`
丿·

丶
丿

丶
丿

6

7

8

9

．

．

．

．

4

4

4

4

,
\

,
\

（

,,
＼

According to the theory in Section 3, the equations (4.6) and (4.8) are consequences of
the equations (4.7) and (4.9), respectively. Thus the original system of PDEs (4.1)-(4.4)
is reduced to (3.5), i.e.

oy"
'""''"

OX1
= 0,

oy" 1
．一 " ' . y" = o.a叨 X1 一 X3

According to Theorem 3.1, the compatibility conditions for this system are identically
satisfied. Thus, we have reduced the original system of four PDEs with two unknown
functions not satisfying the compatibility conditions identically to the system of two
PDEs with one unknown function satisfying the compatibility conditions identically. For
obtaining the solution, we can ap.ply the theory of Section 2, i.e. the functional expansion
method presented by Theorem 2.1. 鈿ppose the following initial conditions

(4.10)

(4.11)

Y1 (0, 0, x3) = 0, Y2(0, 0, x3) = cp(x3) (4.12)

are given, where <p is a function. Note that the initial conditions have to satisfy the
equation (4.5) for x1 = x2 = 0, i.e. 瓦 (0, 0, X3)·y(O, 0, X3) = 0, and they are chosen
to satisfy it. The initi;3.l condition for the reduced system (4.10)-(4.11丫is y"(O,O,x3) =
<p因 ）．

We have to find (scalar) functions p<wi,w2>(x1,x2,x3) satisfying

p<0,0> = 0,
ap<w1 +l,w2> =—p<w1,w2>
8x1

p<w1,W计1> = .!.__p<w1,w2> _ 1 . p<w1,w2>
8x2 X2 一 X3

The functions p<wi,w2> = 0 for w1 -j: 0 and

p<O,w2> = (-l)w2 . w蚪
(x2 - X3)w2·
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According to (2.5) the functional expansion for y" is given by

00 00

y" = ( 芷 芷 (-xi严 (-x2)w2 . p<w1 ,w2>
叭 ！

)<p囯）
w1=0 w2=0 W2.

= (f (-『 00 w2
w社

p<O,w2>) . <p因 ）＝叭句 L ( X2 )
X2 - X3

w2=0 w2=0

For I x2 一 x3 I < 1 th· ·1s senes converges to y = -囯-x3)
X3

·<p(x3) which means that the
solution of the system (4.1)-(4.4) with Cauchy initial conditions (4.12) is given by

(x1 + x2)
Y1 =-·cp(x3),

X3

(X2 - X3)
Y2 = - · 叭乓）．

X3

The present example was included following the referee's suggestion.
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